
Dear friends of Abbas Rest, I am very excited to 
be writing this newsletter because there is so 
much good news to report. Your continued 
generous support is enabling us to really make a 
difference in the lives of some of the poorest 
people in the country. Through you, we can 
honestly say that lives have been saved and 
many have been given hope. It is really inspiring 
to think that God can use our gifts, both large 
and small, in this way.

New Developments
As I noted in the last newsletter, we have 
employed Forster Abraham to deal with the 
overall administration of the charity. 
Forster is a lovely Christian who, at Christmas 
time, married his fiancée of 6 years. He has 
worked in the IT sphere and has a certificate in IT 
Programming, Diploma level 4 in ICT and a 
Certificate in Project Management. He is a bundle 
of energy and has already made his mark by 
organising two Open Days which were attended 
by approximately fifty local dignitaries. 
Forster reports: “The meeting, in January, went 
so well, it was really amazing. All the leaders of 
the community came to the orientation of the 
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Kirsi Poole Foundation. After a short briefing 
about what we are doing in the community, I 
answered questions. We offered soft drinks and 
biscuits as part of the hospitality.
It is a blessing to the charity to have the leaders 
of the community and they are ready to work 
with us. They know these children will someday 
be the doctors, lawyers and teachers of 
tomorrow………. They asked to what level we 
took education and I was proud to give the 
example of Eric, the one whom the charity is 
supporting. The meeting ended so 
well.……thereafter I left for Chiringa to chair 
the same kind of meeting there. Everything is 
okay and we are moving forward for good. The 
community is able to tell because the 
relationship between the charity and the 
community is good. God bless you all”
 This signifies a new development for the charity 
whereby we are networking with local Pastors, 
Social Workers and Chiefs. Now officially 
registered as a Faith Based Organisation, we 
have recruited three Malawian trustees who will 
be accountable to the Scottish Trustees. We feel 
that this should help to develop a sense of 
ownership and ongoing responsibility, within 
Malawi, while serving to make us more 
transparent to local people. Opening up to the 
local community in this way will assist 
everybody to feel more accountable regarding 
the distribution of our funds. 

Christmas Celebrations
Despite all the problems of flooding and 
shortage of maize, the children had a lovely 
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Christmas. They were able to go shopping and, 
with some supervision, enjoyed being able to 
personally select what they wanted. On 
Christmas Day, Guinea fowl (a very special treat) 
was on the menu and all the children and staff 
spent the holiday together. Presents were 
distributed with each child receiving new outfits 
and necessities like toiletries and things for 
school. Santa Claus does not really exist, in the 
local culture, so Christmas is different for these 
children and we need to deal sensitively with the 
distribution of the gifts which are sent out by 
sponsors. You are incredibly generous and we 
know that you will want every child to receive 
gifts which reflect Gods love and our care. Some 
of these children have no one who is responsible 
for them and the charity will continue to support 
them into adulthood. However, we will resist the 
temptation to take more children into fulltime 
care by working with the local authorities to 
support extended families, wherever possible, to 
take on full parental responsibilities. Alazani is 
now 20years of age but operates as a young child 
due to his learning difficulties. He will continue to 
need our support and the house mothers will try 
to find him very useful things to do, especially 
when the chicken project comes on stream.  

Chicken rearing project
 While we sold some vouchers and also received a 
generous donation, we are not yet at the point 
when we can begin operations. Some building 
work has been undertaken but there are training 
issues attached to such a project so we are not 
yet ready to rush into production.

Community Involvement
Forster and Gladys visited a local HIV group where 
they were able to discuss and witness the 
challenges being faced, and how they handle 
some of their problems. The counsellors travel 
around meeting new victims but lack bicycles, 
thereby encountering great problems with regard 
to transport. People living with HIV have a 
constant struggle to make provision for the food 
they require in order to remain healthy. Without 
support, it is an impossible dream. Malawi is the 
most expensive country, in the world for internet 
and mobile connections. Communication is 
difficult and very expensive. Forster also attended 
a local pastor's fraternal meeting where issues 
affecting the area are regularly discussed. Topics 
such as:
· Awareness of child trafficking and general child 
protection issues
· Seeing that medical prescriptions are used 
correctly and never sold to private hospitals
· Overseeing  that corruption is not practised by 
local officials and that development activities are 
shared equally
· Encouraging local churches to work together and 
show our oneness in Christ
It encourages us to know that Abbas Rest is an 
active participant within the communities we seek 
to serve.

The good news about Eric is that he is well and 
working hard at his studies. He passed three out 
of four exams and is progressing through the 
course. He is a credit to Abbas Rest and his elderly 
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grandmother is justifiably proud of what he has 
achieved.  In due course we would plan to offer 
similar help to Forster so that he can fund exam 
fees and gain the qualifications for which he is 
already studying. The standard of education is 
very poor with many primary pupils being 
illiterate. Without assistance they will not be 
able to continue on to secondary education. 
Without our sponsorship, neither Eric nor 
Forster would be able to continue with their 
studies. Some of the management problems we 
have experienced are reflected in rather poor 
school reports for the children at Mouna. This is 
being addressed, as Forster will be spending 
more time there. He has instituted new and 
more stringent monitoring systems regarding 
both money and supplies. This will also operate 
with regard to homework supervision. This is 
necessary so that we can provide you with a true 
accounting for all your generous gifts.

Financial Matters
We feel it important that you are aware that, 
after a rather uncertain period, funding for 
Abbas Rest has settled at around £30,000 per 
annum. Of that, some £1,000, in total, was spent 
on administration in 2015. At a time when many 
charities are being called to account for 
profligate spending on overheads, we think you 
will be happy to know that such a large 
proportion of your giving is being spent in 
Malawi. We pride ourselves at Abbas Rest that, 
being such a small charity, we do things 
differently. We are trying to be open about how 
we spend your money, but try not to bombard 
you with communications
Wages for our staff have been increased and are 
now in keeping with government advisory rates.  
I am reminded of Jesus words in Luke 10 v 7 “The 
worker deserves his wages.”
 Our Administrative Manager is earning 
approximately the equivalent of £60 per month 

with the assistants on approximately£40 
Housemothers and night-watchmen earn about 
£19.

This money is supporting many of the staff's 
relatives directly, with many more extended 
family members also being helped. Due to the 
flooding creating some crisis situations we have 
been able to help many in the wider community. 
Examples of this include the purchase of plastic 
sheeting for emergency roof repairs, supply of 
concrete to shore up housing in danger due to 
huge volumes of water. Purchase of heavy wire 
to buttress roofs which were in danger of being 
lost to the storms.

In addition we have
· paid for bus fares of individuals who required 
emergency treatment at the nearest hospital
· saved children's lives by paying for injections to 
treat severe malaria
· paid fees for necessary x-rays
· Paid off some small debts which had accrued at 
the local medical clinic.
· Assisted a local nurse pay fees for his training 
expenses.
He writes 
“Dear Scottish Trustees, With a warm welcome 
of the money granted to me I would like to write 
something to you as a way of expressing my 
gratitude for the help just shown to 
me….Honestly speaking, without this money I 
would not be able to continue my studies….you 
have not only helped me but my fellow 
Malawians too (nationwide)
Therefore I should thank you on their behalf as 
well…. I know that you have plans to continue 
supporting Malawians… May the good Lord 
continue blessing you richly in your day to day 
endeavour? Thank you,”
Tionge Phiri.  Second year nurse.
St John's College of Nursing and Midwifery
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Conclusion
We trust that you will feel that these 
developments are such that the charity is not 
only meeting the needs of unsupported 
children, but is also reaching out into the local 
communities. Daily prayer and bible reading is 
encouraged in the centres and regular church 
attendance is the norm. Without your continued 
support, none of this would happen. On the 
home front, we are working hard to increase our 
small band of volunteers. Liz plans to return to 
Malawi for a further visit this summer. We are 
hopeful that at least one other helper can 
accompany her. Please pray for the workers and 
churches of Malawi. Things there are immensely 
difficult. The failure of the harvest and general 
aftermath of the floods, together with the 
Global recession's effects upon the economy, 
are combining to give rise to unprecedented 
poverty. The pressures on them are therefore, 
enormous. 

Special Thanks and Acknowledgements

· To Lizzy who sacrificially spent her whole 
summer working on our behalf in Malawi

· To Fiona who, despite breaking her hip while 
on holiday, has continued to work at collecting 
Gift Aid from the taxman.

· To Muriel's Mum who helps us stuff envelopes, at 
the age of 103.

· To all of you who have continued to patiently 
support us.

Please continue to feel free to contact us with any 
questions or requests which may arise.
We conclude with the words of St Paul to the 
Colossians
“We always thank God, the Father of our Lord 
Jesus Christ, when we pray for you, because we 
have heard of your faith in Christ Jesus and of the 
love you have for all the saints ……..All over the 
world the gospel is bearing fruit and growing, just 
as it has been doing among you since the day you 
heard it.”
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